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Let’s see, where do I begin. The work of Josep Maria Brocal i Llobregat 
(1967)... Ah… No. Not there. This shouldn’t just be a prologue, it should be a decla-
ration of love. Ok. Let’s start over.

Pep, I love you. I love you because your drawings are the shit. Yes, I mean it 
and it’s true. Pep, you draw like God. You draw what you want and how you want 
in ten thousand shades. Those who know your comics know it, from Mr. Brain, 
the first one I came across, up until Cosmonauta [Spaceman]. You are, to put it 
expressively, generous at drawing, friendly, and kind. 

I like people who aim to please. Pep, you like it when the people reading 
your work enjoy it. Because when someone draws, paints, writes, or films, you 
see them for who they are inside. There are those who do it out of revenge or 
anger. There are people who want to throw punches with their ideas, to demons-
trate that they’re better than everyone else, or simply to make money. Not Pep. 
Pep wants to make people happy. That, and to share what troubles him, which 
is neither easy nor pleasant, let’s make that clear from the start. But on the way 
there, while the reader flips through the pages of his comics, one by one, Pep lets 
you enjoy without weighing you down. 

The ideas and the characters move skillfully, with convincing, entertaining 
dialogue. The message is solid, dense, but the way it’s conveyed is fresh, quick, 
and intelligent.

There are idiots out there who think that if what you’re trying to get across 
is important, the story has to be important. They become stubborn and tiresome, 
like old men with their ties and double chins. Their stories are slow and affected. 
It’s the same as when those guys say: “Listen here,” when beginning a sentence, 
“Let’s see,” or “Look here,” so as to emphasize that what follows must be paid 
rigorous attention, separate from the surrounding noise. Pep doesn’t do this. On 
the contrary, he gets into your head gently, without overwhelming or browbea-
ting you. Like a friend who whispers a joke into your ear. That’s how Cosmonauta 
[Spaceman] works, a metaphysical fable about the human condition, complex, 
and yet told masterfully, forcefully, and, above all, on purpose. 

All of us, our mothers, the doormen who avoid our glances, you yourself 
reading these lines, are astronauts, enclosed in a glass capsule launched into ou-
ter space. That glass separates us from reality, to which we will never have access. 
Our only company in life is ourselves, our memories, and that stupid little voice 
with whom we share everything, our very own Nic.
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What drives us? What is the energy that propels us through space? The 
desire to know God? To ask Him for answers? To ask for His pardon, His mercy? 
No… Or at least, not only that. Pep tells us that we’re looking for love, that rela-
tionship, perhaps dreamed up, that fulfills our lives. And love is aloof, unrequited. 
Love is an interior thought, a desperate yearning to break free from our capsule. 
Pep warns us that we won’t ever manage it, but rather only just, if we’re lucky, 
scrape against it a little. 

In our memories live, therefore, only two characters: Eva, the obscure ob-
ject of our desires, and Fredo, our alter ego, the other. Our other. It seems as 
though, around us, there are others, in capsules, searching and yearning, just like 
us, for Eva. And they’re always terrible and distant. With our motorcycle we hope 
to win her heart (in one of the most beautiful pages of this prodigious comic), 
and Fredo constantly pushes us away from her, returning us to the capsule from 
which we never should have left. 

The world outside of our capsule is at war and we are the ones who must 
face it. Reality is destroyed at the hands of its governors, and it’s not they who will 
cut off their own legs. It’s us, the Héctors of the world, who fly, like sperm, into the 
black abyss wherein lies the ultimate enigma, our own identity.

Pep constructs a solid and terrible story about the human condition, of 
a crushing profundity and simplicity, like all great masterpieces. King Lear ex-
plains it all, and at the same time my mom likes it. Pep tells us a tale with simple 
drawings but complex ideas. 

At the end of the road there’s nothing, or rather, there is Nothing. Outside 
the capsule is the same as within: a void that defines you, because you yourself 
are the origin and end of everything. A dream. “Maybe there are only thoughts, 
floating in a perpetual journey. Or maybe… Nothing.”

Pep shares with us a startling lesson of a new philosophy: cheery nihilism, 
the only intelligent kind. Pep teaches us that the great truths are understood best 
in comic panels. Hell, thanks, Josep Maria Brocal i Llobregat, for having explained 
your truth to me, a truth that is also my own.

Álex de la Iglesia



¿Qué sabe el pez 
del agua donde 

nada toda su vida?

Albert Einstein
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Bzzt,  
the log  
book of  
Héctor  
Mosca…

Recording  
June 5, in the 
year of our  
Lord 3429…
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At last I’m entering the unex-
plored depths of the cosmos.

Recording,  
sir.
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The sun of an unknown galaxy shines  
on me for a few seconds.

It’s beautiful.
But soon I will leave it 

behind too.

Just like the rest.
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This far  
in the journey,  

I must be the last  
one alive.

342 earth 
years and  
83 days,  

sir.

Mammals, birds,  
reptiles, worms…  

The whole big  
family!

The posthu-
mous remains 

of planet 
earth, which 
I abandoned 
what must 
be long ago 

now.

Yeah, yeah, Nic. 
But that mea-
sure is useless 
to me. Up here 

it’s always 
night.

I’m traveling at a speed  
much greater than the speed  

of light, by means of a,  
what’s it called?

Bzzt,  
the engineers 
refer to it as 
the Exoneutrin 

Trip.
To me, it’s the bomb.
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But you see,  
even as fast as this thing can go,  

the cosmos is vast.
Too vast… what  

is all of this for? Enor-
mous, gigantic, monstrous,  

endless…

 Incorrect, 
sir.

Nic, even  
though you know 

everything...  
that remains  
to be seen.

Who are  
you really, 

Nic?

That is a 
strange 
question, 

sir.

Bzzt.

I’ve already 
asked you before, 

haven’t I?

I am an  
Intelik 9.2 Niccan 
processor, latest 

 generation.

Lucky for the 
both of us, you’re 
the one steering 

the ship.
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I’ve had it  
up to here with  

data…

Whether a new  
galaxy, or the zillionth 

black hole…

But you are  
the human factor, 
sir. Essential to the 

concept of this 
mission.

Psh… I add 
data to the 
log book, it’s 

true.

But in my 
own way, 
of course.

Once in a while I distract myself 
drawing new constellations on  

the methyl methacrylate, 
connecting  
the dots, as 

they say.

Turns out it’s 
 entertaining.
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So it happened that one day I 
ended up drawing an early image 

of myself in the foggy glass.

A portrait 
at the age of 
three, max.

My memories of 
that time are 

fuzzy.

However, I do retain 
a strong sensation 

from that time…

I know that… let’s see, 
how do I put this… I 

know that I was  close 
to the divine, you 

know? Are  
you refer-

ring to 
God, sir?

Aha…

Not  
even 

 talking 
yet.
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I understood His essence because in 
some ways I embodied it…

Just like all simple creatures  
must in those first moments  

of their existence.
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I’m not even sure how the idea popped into my 
head, but it was without doubt a glimmer of 
that mysterious glory that is Creation with 

a capital C.

Héctor, have you seen  
the matches?
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I also had my  rocker 
phase. It lasted 

as long as I could 
stand to wear that 

toupée.

From there I started the slow 
descent to hell, also known as 
the awakening of consciousness. 
I didn’t even go through a midlife 
crisis. I had already been immersed 

in one for at least a decade.

From then on I’ve 
been traveling 
in this miniscule 

cabin. Who would’ve 
thought…  
me, a hero!

If those bastards weren’t 
wrong, in the year 5602 I’ll 
make it to the threshold of 

the universe.

I shudder to think of myself 
in that moment, when I finally 
arrive at my destination… But 

that day will come, I hope.

Somehow, the macrostate 
Second Chance Project 

came to lend my existence 
meaning.

Never again would I 
return to that first 
specimen. The original, 

all-powerful and  
unconscious Héctor.

I started growing up. Up until 
about eight years old I might say 
I was more or less happy, I read 
comics and didn’t know much 
about the world of men. Nor, 

above all… about women.

Around age eighteen I 
thought I was something 

close to immortal… 
just like every other 
eighteen-year-old…

Patience, 
sir.

In 2173  
earth 
years.
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Because, yes… I’m an astronaut, yes. But this isn’t a rocketship, not by any 
stretch. More like a tin can launched aimlessly… or even better a stone hurled 
into the air… 

Searching 
for meta-

phors  
again,  
sir?

Yes, Nic. Sometimes  
I think of myself like 

the characters from my 
youth, like some sort of 

Buck Rogers  
squeezed into a  

  colorful  
  leotard.

Or like a  
circus-ring Flash 

Gordon, about to be 
shot out of a can-
non to the planet 

Mongo.

I could  
keep going, 
 naming off 

more  heroes 
from comic 

strips.

But  
I don’t want 
to bore you, 

Nic.
Bzzt.
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Not even Stardust  
the Super Wizard  

himself could throw  
me a line now. 

Not  
anymore.

Everything  
is on its  
course.

Me.

The  
ship.

This 
journey.

That’s me,  
a bullet-man in  
the middle of his 
acrobatic leap.
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But without a net, nor a colorful 
tent, nor lions, nor side-show women.

Nor  
glamor. Nor 
an audience.

Nor applause.
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Always that 
character, 

sir. 

Here I am, Nic. With you.  
And yet more alone than if  

I were actually alone.

Crammed away into this uncomfortable 
flying sarcophagus that  

some call a rocket.

Freefalling.
Bzzt.
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Stagnate.

So I don’t 
go crazy.

I don’t  
do any-
thing.

Well, yes!  
From time to time  

I reminisce. 

But my memories 
don’t come easily.

 They hide… they try 
to trick me and then 

scuttle away…

...back into 
the shadows.

Rewinding  
my life.
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Those  
sorts of 
things.

Who am I.

Where did I 
come from.

What am I 
doing here.

Bzzt.
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Winter break 
3054, before 

the heat 
wave ravaged 

Globecity.

Bzzt...
at your 
leisure. What did  

you say, Nic?

I mean 
recording, 

sir.

Ah, yes… what  
were we talking 
about? Women?

Whatever 
you  
wish.

Hmm…

Seen one,  
seen them all.

Bzzt.

Hey you… you  
lousy Doctor Zarkov’s  

henchman!

You can’t  
run from Flash 

Gordon!
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There she was. And that very instant I knew my whole life would  
revolve around that woman.

Park 58 West, Globecity.

But that lapse in clarity lasted 
the time it took a snowball to 
crash into my neck.

Hey! 
Are you 

coming to 
play or 

not?

Sometimes I think that  
I started this story for Eva.
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Of course there was also the other guy.

No!The sled  
is mine!

Mine!

No!I’m Flash 
Gordon!

Me!
Nana nana nana!

Nana nana nana!

Nana nana nana!

No!You go to 
hell!

You!
Nana nana nana!

PSST,

can I borrow it?

Thanks, 
boys.

No!The girl  
is mine!

Mine!

He wasn’t any smarter than me but he was handsomer, stronger, and had a cleft chin. 
Fredo was my best friend, we were always finding any excuse to squabble. Until we found 

good reason.
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For a while she was my girl (she let me buy her sodas) but also Fredo’s.

Come on in, 
kids.

What can I 
get you?

Welcome to  
Chez Guido
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Chez Guido… the specials there mark my relationship with that woman over the years.

Bring me 
another, 

Guido.

Hot chocolate with whipped cream. Hot chocolate with whipped cream  
and walnuts.

Bitter chocolate. RISTRETTO.

Coffee liqueur. More coffee liqueur.

Bye, chump!
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I wouldn’t  
think of  

serving you 
even another 
drop of that 
pansy’s drink. 

Here,  
a carajillo, on 

the house.

If you don’t  
stop messing with 
me, I’m going to 
another bar.

Who are you kidding?  
The only stable relationship you have is with me…

She cheated  
on you? And with  

your best friend? You’d 
think there weren’t 

any other fish in  
the sea!

Forget 
about 

her, man!

I know, 
I know.

Moo!

Eh!
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Hey, I’m talking to you…! 
Might the gentleman 

care to share what’s up 
with him lately?

It’s that bad?  
Maybe so… 

 A knife  
straight to your 

solar plexus. 

You have to be 
prepared to 

face the Guidos 
in life.

He appreciated me,  
in his way. And he was totally  

right. But it had only been only se-
ven days since the last time I had  

taken Eva out on my  
motorcycle. 

Someone  
who is ready to 
shove the truth 

in your face 
at point-blank 

range.

Dirty 
bastard!

No  
insults 
please.
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Eva, it’s almost  
our anniversary…

Whose anniversary? 
Yours?

No, silly…  
the restaurant on the 

beach, don’t you remember?

Our first date.

October 4,  
last year. On  

a Friday.

The lights on the 
water… the music,  
chilled white wine…

Oh. Yes, I remember.

We were 
sweethearts.

So what?

So?

How do you want 
to celebrate?

We still are.

That’s the way it is, Nic. But in the span of a 
week all hell can  

break loose.
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Easy there,  
sailor.

Ha ha ha ha

Better yet we stay at 
home, if you like… we’ll be 
more relaxed that way.

Your place  
or mine? Eh?

You’re wondering when 
we’re going to move in 

together.

It’s this Sunday.

Or we could head to 
Chez Guido, and have 

some tapas!

Shall we go  
back to the same spot? 

That might be nice…

Or we could have  
a picnic!

No?

You’re so quiet.  
I know what you’re 

thinking.
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I had gotten my motorcycle license 
for her, so that I could take her to 

the ends of the earth if she had  
asked me.

What is  
this, the end 

of the world? 
Tell me  

where this  
horrible road 

is leading.

   I don’t 
know, Eva. 
   But what 
     does it   
   matter? 
   We’re 
perfect just 
like this, 

together, 
  you and I,   
   aren’t 
   we?

No. I didn’t 
know it. I just 

kept going 
towards the 
light… like an 
insect blinded 

by a light 
bulb…

Competing for 
its warmth 

with the other 
moths at night.
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I had won the 
contest with 
Fredo. The big 
macho alpha 

male moth. Or 
at least so I 

thought.

In the end she was 
mine. I had her 

there behind me. To 
my surprise. 

Everything that I 
had feared since 
that long-ago 

day in the snow. 
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To overcome her 
congestions, her 

shortcuts, her nooks 
and crannies.  

Her vertigo curves. 

Some 
dangerous.

Always 
searching 

blindly for 
her heart.

What do you 
want? For him 
to catch up 

with us?

So what if I do?  
If Fredo is your  

friend....

Don’t go so fast.

On my driver’s exam a manual for navigating Eva 
would’ve served me well.

Hey, chump! Five 
minutes’ head 

start!

That gorilla?
Not any-

more!

I can’t stand 
him.
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Falling rocks, 
tunnels, slopes 
without banks,  
low visibility.

With  
the abyss  
awaiting  

me.

It took me a while to realize that 
highway wasn’t leading me anywhere.

Below.

If we ever 
had anything 
to begin with.

Her demons.

The truth  
is I didn’t 
find out.

I suppose I fell for that 
woman so as not to fall 

into the abyss of real life…

I needed something to hold on to.

Simple things.

A cigarette…

The handle-
bars…

That woman…
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Few things are truly simple.

Like crumpling 
up the wrapper 

and tossing  
it aside.

Sunday I can’t.  
I’m supposed to meet 
up with my cousin at 
the zoo. Let’s leave 
the anniversary for 

another time.

Did you see?  
I think we 
lost that 

jerk.

Are we 
going back 
or what?

In a minute, 
bigmouth.

Note the feeling of the filter between your lips.

Turning the lighter’s wheel. And inhaling a white, perfumed puff
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What am I saying?

I’ve never smoked.
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Eva.
Sir, you have 
been confined 

too long.

Without a 
doubt, Nic.

Sometimes 
you scare 
me, sir. 

You seem 
delirious....

It’s called  
imagination.  

Something you’ll  
never have, Nic.

Being a 
man isn’t 

easy.

You see… years before, 
when I was around 

sixteen, Eva had moved 
with her family to the 
east side of Globecity.

I always carried it there in my back pocket. 
On the off chance.

Sometimes you 
have to shake 

it, up…  
down…  

up… 
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OUCH!

And for the first time,  
I was left alone.

Do you 
have a 

light or 
not?

The lighter.
Sweaty palms 
are fatal in 

those  
situations.

That’s as close as  
I got to smoking.
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The very idea of it stirs up my gut, not 
to mention hurts my head…

The time has 
come to run the 
psychotechnical  
test as part of  
the security  
protocol, sir…

Bzzt.

Are you 
calling me 
crazy, Nic?

No, I don’t 
like your 
tone one  

bit,  
kid.

Eva was 
real.

I know she 
was, and 

that’s that.

I know the 
reality of 
her body.

Her  
heat.

Her  
laugh.
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That perpetual, suffocating sun.

The ring that I had just bought 
with my savings.

for Héctor… 

     for Eva… 

I’ve memorized every detail of that day.

Every sound.

Her laugh?
It’s coming from 

above.

That Sunday, October 4th.

Sweetie?
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Rhythmic, regular, musical.
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Only it wasn’t 
her laugh 
exactly

Stop, Fredo…

stop!
Ok, chump...  let’s 
see if I heard you 

right…

Bitch.

I see you 
brought the 
zoo home.
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 It’s not advisable to provoke a 
superior primate. Fredo slammed me 

with his first, multiplied by one.

By two.

By three. By four.
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357.555,99
globeuros.

Pathetic.

Too theatrical, 
even.

With a disastrous 
supporting role…  a 
Mr. Nobody tossed in 
the bin, whose only 
scene ended with 
a first in the face 
from the gallant 

hero.

And a right hook.

The hero 
with a cleft 

chin.
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That hurt.

I think it still 
does, Nic.

If you 
say so… 
bzzt.

The thing  
is I stumbled out of her 

house in a rage...

And I peeled out 
without looking 
back. I wanted to 
get as far away 

from there as pos-
sible, as quickly  

as possible… 

You’re not   
helping me. 

Sometimes I forget 
that you’re nothing 
more than a bunch 

of processors…

You can emulate human 
thought. You can process a 
million gigs more than the 

smartest of men. But that’s 
not enough to be a man.  

It’s not enough.

I know you don’t believe me,  
that you think that the whole story  
is a tall tale. That I’ve lost my mind  

and bla, bla, bla… 
Well, I’ll say it again,  
Eva is probably the  

only thing I’m  
absolutely  

sure of. 
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A concrete  
pillar crossed  

my path.

I gave it 
the gas.

Until 
fina-
lly…

...yes.
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There my escape en-
ded, and this journey 
began… this delirious, 

Humans…  
what a bunch 

of useless 
people! 

Gullible,  
vain, irresponsible 

dimwits.  
They never  

learned. 

Of course,  
I’m a prime example. 

I’m the example 
that’s still visible, 
the last of that 

glorious  
species. 

And also, its 
last chance.

absurd, 
stupid 

journey.
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Because this 
 delirious, absurd, 
stupid adventure 
means something. 

Yes!

It’s a journey,  
a desperate one, 
charged no more 
and no less with 

finding…

Pffffff…

God!
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HA HA HA HA.


